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As you can see, how much you should contribute to your (k) depends heavily on how much non-HCEs are contributing
and how many are even participating at all. What to Do if You Maxed Out Your Contributions.

Company management also discusses its perspective on the business results and what is driving them. SEC
rules require that Ks follow a set order of topics. SEC rules also require companies to send an annual report to
their shareholders when they are holding annual meetings to elect members of their boards of directors. There
is a lot of overlap in the requirements for the K and the annual report to shareholders, but there are also
important differences. The K typically includes more detailed information than the annual report to
shareholders. The annual report to shareholders, unlike the K, sometimes appears as a colorful, glossy
publication. A number of companies, however, simply take their K and send it as their annual report to
shareholders. In those cases, the K filed with the SEC and the annual report to shareholders are the same
document. For more information on the annual report to shareholders, please click here. Following is a
description of each section of Form K, along with some suggestions on how to use the information. At the end
of this document, we explain the role of public companies in ensuring the accuracy of their Ks and the role of
the SEC in reviewing the documents. We also tell you how to find company Ks. This section may also include
information about recent events, competition the company faces, regulations that apply to it, labor issues,
special operating costs, or seasonal factors. This is a good place to start to understand how the company
operates. Companies generally list the risk factors in order of their importance. In practice, this section focuses
on the risks themselves, not how the company addresses those risks. Item 4 - This item has no required
information, but is reserved by the SEC for future rulemaking. Critical accounting judgments, such as
estimates and assumptions. These accounting judgments â€” and any changes from previous years â€” can
have a significant impact on the numbers in the financial statements, such as assets, costs, and net income. The
company may discuss how it manages its market risk exposures. The financial statements are accompanied by
notes that explain the information presented in the financial statements. Likewise, investors should carefully
evaluate material weaknesses disclosed on internal controls over financial reporting. These are called Sections
and certifications, and you can usually find them in Exhibits 31 and While companies are permitted to present
non-GAAP measures, they must also show how they differ from the most comparable corresponding GAAP
financial measure. As an investor, it is up to you to decide how much weight to give to non-GAAP measures.
Many investors view this disclosure as a red flag. It also includes information about whether each director of
the company is independent. Although these disclosures are required by the K, most companies meet this
requirement by providing the information in a separate document called the proxy statement, which companies
provide to their shareholders in connection with annual meetings. If the information is provided through the
proxy statement, the K would include a statement from the company that it is incorporating the information
from the proxy statement by reference â€” in effect directing readers to go to the proxy statement document to
find this information. Keep in mind that the proxy statement is typically filed a month or two after the K. Laws
and regulations prohibit companies from making materially false or misleading statements in their Ks.
Likewise, companies are prohibited from omitting material information that is needed to make the disclosure
not misleading. The SEC neither writes the K nor vouches for its accuracy. Both the SEC and the staff also
provide interpretive advice about the disclosure requirements. The SEC staff reviews Ks and may provide
comments to a company where disclosures appear to be inconsistent with the disclosure requirements or
deficient in explanation or clarity. The SEC staff may review the Ks of certain companies more frequently.
You can find all Ks by accessing this website. A Guide for Investors. Most companies also post their Ks on
their own websites.
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K-State ranked 10 th (which is last in the numerically challenged Big 12, of course) in these seven statistical categories:
field goal attempts, offensive rebounds, defensive rebounds, total rebounds, blocked shots, total points scored, and
average points per game.

Home Entertainment Why Ultra HD 4K TVs are still stupid The flood of TVs with higher resolution than p is
inevitable, but at typical TV sizes, quadruple the pixels makes no difference in picture quality and are not
worth the extra price. Allow me to start with the most important point: I love 4K It is my fault for trying to
make a nuanced argument on the Internet. I have a inch "TV" and sit 9 feet from it. I would love to have 4K.
When I expand out to fill the full foot-wide 2. I look forward to more 4K projectors. The eye has a finite
resolution This is basic biology. In response to my previous articles on the stupidity of 4K TVs, many people
argued they had better vision, or some other number should be used. This is like arguing doors should be
bigger because there are tall people. Go to the beach or a big sandbox, or a baseball diamond. Start counting
how many grains of sand you can see next to you. Now do the same with the grains of sand by your feet. Try
again with the sand far beyond your feet like, say, 10 feet away. The eye is analog. Randomly analog at that. Is
there some wiggle room thanks to variances in how people see? Getting bogged down in the specifics misses
the big picture. Well, not 50 inches. Probably not 60 inches, either. These are the sizes people are buying.
Most people are buying even smaller TVs. Like I said earlier, I have a inch screen. And let me tell you, it
dominates the room. There is a significant difference between a screen effectively, the wall , and a Device of
Unusual Size. Screen sizes have been inching upward, but not linearly with price. More specifically, the prices
of big-big screens have fallen much faster than their sales have increased. I should clarify what I mean by
"TV. However, this is years decades? This future awesomeness is different than TVs of today. Will we still
call them "TVs"? There were good reasons for this scan lines. Modern TVs offer significantly better
resolution, so people can sit closer. Most people still sit the same distance from their TVs as they did before.
Could people sit closer? A lot closer, actually. This ties in exactly with point No. Sitting closer would be like
getting a bigger screen, as it takes up more of your field of view. Why would anyone assume that because of
UHD, people would suddenly sit closer. And just like with No. Some of you might want to sit 5. And speaking
of viewing distance, this is precisely why comparisons to the Retina Display iPad are specious. The viewing
distance is rather different between a TV and a tablet. Soneira says, your TV is already a Retina Display. Ah,
now this is an interesting question. How adorable, but no. Modern TVs are made from huge sheets of
"motherglass. Originally this was in case there was a problem with part of the glass, the rest could still be sold
as TVs. But manufacturing has gotten really good, so most of these pieces of motherglass are fully used.
Instead of slicing up one piece of motherglass into four inch p LCDs, what if you just kept the whole thing as
one piece? What would you have? You see, TV companies are pushing 4K because they can. Ultra HD is an
easy sell. This is just like megapixels on a camera. An megapixel camera does not necessarily take better
pictures than a megapixel camera. I guarantee my SLR takes better pictures than a "higher-resolution"
point-and-shoot. Numbers are easy to understand, and for nonenthusiasts, distilling a TV down to a single
number is desirable. This was rampant in the early days of p. Take a look at the picture at the top of this post.
Better yet, look at this one: Dennis Burger Sexy bald head aside, when people talk about seeing 4K, they are
way closer than they would normally be. Up closer, yeah, 4K looks amazing. People will walk right up to the
screen and go "Wow! It looks neat, it has a number greater than another point No.
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DIY What Haircut Should You Actually Have? Before you curl up and dye, take this quiz.

There are loads of mysterious questions in life: Why are we here? Is the universe finite or infinite? Why does
obnoxious Uncle Larry have to get drunk and spoil every holiday and why do we keep inviting him? However,
I can help you out with k s. Why the k? They are wonderful for two main reasons: And that is just for one
year! Your employer is giving you free money. In many cases, your employer will match part of your
contribution. There are many other reasons why a k is worthwhile. For a full run down, see my recent post on
the matter. What is the average k balance? I borrowed this chart from my friend Sam over at Financial
Samurai: The first thing I did was compare my wife and I to these numbers. We are both way above average.
But, we could have done much better: Neither my wife nor I have maxed out our accounts in all years. Part of
this was a silly mistake on my part. When markets were crashing during the Great Recession, I dialed back my
contributions when I should have been doing the opposite. I hear Walmart is hiring. Figuring out how much
you should put in your k is quite simple. Here is how much you should have: Allow me to elaborate. The era
of the pension is largely over. For most, there will be no safe and steady income stream courtesy of the cube
farm you spent the last 40 years slaving away in. The best you can hope for is that you leave on our own terms
and in good health. Seniors vote in force. As Uncle Sam struggles to make ends meet, entitlement programs
will be modified. These modifications will not be in your favor. Retirement ages will go up. You will live
longer. I have some good news and some bad news for you. The good news is that you will probably live
longer than your parents. Modern sanitation and medicine will see to it. The bad news is that you will
probably live longer than your parents. Yes, this is good and bad. No one wants to die before their time, but it
costs money to live. The longer you live, the more money you need. What you should do I just gave you some
awful news. Your k can solve your retirement problem. Most importantly, shove every cent you can into it.
Are you thinking of buying a new car? Thinking of moving to a swell home in the suburbs? The power of
saving regularly cannot be underestimated. Saver Sheila is 25 and does the following: Saves for 30 years. This
is a modest return. Just 30 years later, Sheila is a millionaire and then some! Sheila will have a good
retirement thanks to Mr. Allow me to elaborate on my advice. It really cannot be understated how important
this is: You should have as much as you possibly can in your k account! Try as hard as you can to max it out.
If you cannot do that, at least put enough money into it to get your full employer match. At that time, you can
roll over into a low fee provider. When I first ran the Fee Analyzer against my own portfolio, I nearly fell out
of my chair. That snowball will allow you to be at peace with your finances. Never forget that the best part of
having a big pile of money is that it frees you from having to worry about money. Did I mention how great k s
are?
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chi is right. What you should see depends a lot upon you and your interests. That will drive your decision-making. Head
to The Getty in the morning. Explore Santa Monica in the afternoon. See a movie on the historic screen at the Chinese
or the Egyptian in Hollywood. Hi, I haven't got a car I'm.

They prepare you for what you need to do in case of a fire. But what if there was a fire where you live? Would
you know what to do? Talking about fires can be scary because no one likes to think about people getting hurt
or their things getting burned. But you can feel less worried if you are prepared. Different families will have
different strategies. Some kids live in one-story houses and other kids live in tall buildings. Know Your Way
Out An escape plan can help every member of a family get out of a burning house. The idea is to get outside
quickly and safely. How many exits are there? How do you get to them from your room? When you open the
door, if you feel a burst of heat or smoke pours into the room, quickly shut the door and make sure it is really
closed. Stay Low If you can see smoke in the house, stay low to the ground as you make your way to the exit.
In a fire, smoke and poisonous air hurt more people than the actual flames do. You can drop to the floor and
crawl on your hands and knees below the smoke. Exiting through a door that leads outside should be your first
choice as an escape route, but also ask your parents about windows and if they would be possible escape
routes. Even windows on a higher floor could be safe escape routes if you had help, like from a firefighter or
another adult. Ask your parents to teach you how to unlock the windows, open them, and remove the screen, if
needed. Make sure you only do this in an emergency! Lots of kids are injured because they fall out of
windows. Sometimes, families even have collapsible rescue ladders that can be used to escape from upper
floors of a house. If you have one, ask your mom or dad to show you how it works. The most important thing
is that you get out safely. Someone else can make that call from outside. You can tell the fire rescue people
about any pets that were left behind and they may be able to help. You can do this from an open window or
call if you have a phone with you. Then, firefighters will have a hard time finding you. Know that firefighters
or other adults will be looking for you to help you out safely. The sooner they find you, the sooner you both
can get out. If there is a window in the room that is not possible to escape from, open it wide and stand in front
of it. If you can grab a piece of clothing or a towel, place it over your mouth to keep from breathing in the
smoke. This works even better if you wet the cloth first. Having a fire drill at home gives everyone a chance to
see how they would react in a real emergency. You can see how quickly and safely everyone can get out of the
house. Your family should practice this drill twice a year, every year. A good rule of thumb during a home fire
drill is to see if your family can safely get out the house using the escape routes and meet outside at the same
place within 3 minutes. Instead, stop, drop to the ground, cover your face with your hands, and roll. This will
cut off the air and put out the flames. An easy way to remember this is: Stop, Drop, and Roll! Preventing Fires
Every year, kids of all ages start over 35, fires that hurt people and damage property. You can do your part to
prevent fires by never playing with matches, lighters, and other fire sources. Also stay away from fireplaces,
candles, and stoves.
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"K" just means "thousand" and is used to refer to the roughly 4, vertical columns of pixels in a 4k display. And the
answer is "human vision doesn't work that way." A monitor has some number of individual pixels that are each
equivalent and are each the same size, spaced evenly across the screen.

Cholecalciferol Common Brands of Anticoagulant Poisons: In these cases, the antidote is vitamin K. There is
unfortunately no antidote for the majority of these. Anticoagulants prevent blood from clotting and leads to
uncontrolled and spontaneous internal and external bleeding. Fortunately, the antidote is large quantities of
vitamin K. Vitamin K pills from the drugstore are not adequate. Your dog will need repeated injections of
vitamin K over the course of three to four weeks until clotting returns to normal. This type of poisoning causes
swelling of the brain. Emesis induced vomiting and activated charcoal are the only treatments available for
bromethalin, but action must be taken immediately because bromethalin is fast-acting. Cats are two to three
times more sensitive than dogs, so if your dog ingested this type of poisoning, there may be a chance of
survival. Treatment for Cholecalciferol Poisoning: Cholecalciferol increases calcium to a life-threatening
level. Unfortunately, there is a very narrow margin of survival for this type of poison, and there is no antidote.
For positive outcomes, your dog will need aggressive IV fluids for two to three days and specific drugs e.
Even if your dog survives, she may show clinical signs most likely kidney issues. Treatment for Zinc
Phosphide Poisoning: There is no specific antidote for zinc phosphide poisoning. Normally, blood contains
special substances that aid the coagulation of blood. These special substances often referred to as clotting
factors are responsible for converting fibrinogen into a mix of insoluble fibrin, which ultimately causes the
platelets to stick and blood to coagulate. Clotting normally begins within five minutes of an injury to the blood
vessels. This is a very important defense mechanism that occurs automatically when a blood vessel is
damaged. Without clotting factors, one would eventually bleed to death. When an animal ingests rat poison,
no more clotting factors are produced. While this may not create problems immediately, it certainly will in the
near future. Evaluating the Extent of the Problem While rat poison may not create problems immediately, a
cascading series of events will soon start to take place, and things will start deteriorating quickly. If you know
your dog ingested rat poison or you suspect it, take your dog to the vet immediately! It is common for dog
owners to assume that just because their dog is doing fine after ingesting rat poison that they are basically out
of the woods. Generally, anticoagulant rat poison takes some time to start creating problems two days to a
week. For this reason, it is imperative to act right away instead of waiting for signs of trouble. Unfortunately,
those who have waited long enough to witness serious health problems in their canines often lose their dog.
Depending on how much rodent poison a dog has ingested, signs of trouble may start days or weeks later once
the reserve of clotting factors has been depleted. Deprived of any new clotting factors, the dog will soon start
bruising easily and bleeding internally, which will makes things go downhill fairly quickly. This delayed
effect explains why most rats and mice die far away from the source of the poison. After eating rat bait, the
mouse will most likely wander off, and when the poison takes effect a day or two later, it will die. This often
happens when dogs are not supervised. Exposures frequently happen accidentally, such as when moving to a
new home without knowing a previous tenant has left poison around. Secondary Poisoning Secondary
toxicosis is when your dog eats a rat that has been poisoned. If your neighbor uses rat poison, and your dog
catches and eats a mouse that is weak and dying or dead from poison, your dog can still ingest those
dangerous toxins! Deliberate Poisoning Some people sadly poison dogs deliberately by tossing a meatball full
of rat poison to the unsuspecting dog. Unfortunately, rat poison is made to taste good and since dogs are
scavengers, they will eat it. Potential Signs of Rodenticide Ingestion If your dog appears sick and you are not
sure what the cause may be, the following are likely signs that your dog ate rat poison: Green or Blue Stools
Dogs that have ingested rat poison often produce a green or blue stool about one day later. This is often due to
the bright green and blue colors used to dye the poison, such as is used in Warfarin or bromethalin-based
poisons. There are many variables such as the type of poison ingested and the quantity. Bleeding With no
more clotting factors to rely on, dogs will start bruising and bleeding, often spontaneously. A dog may bleed
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from the nose, gums, or rectum. Bleeding from the lungs may cause dogs to cough. Blood in the urine and
feces may be also be visible, often in the last stages. Bleeding can also occur internally, causing the dog to
become weak, lose his appetite, and have pale gums. A swollen lump may indicate a hematoma the
accumulation of blood under the skin , and the abdomen may develop ascites the accumulation of fluid giving
a swollen appearance. Bruising and small pin-point red areas petechiae may be indicative of under-the-skin
bleeding. Neurological Signs Seizures, nervousness, anxiety, impaired movement, and paralysis may be other
symptoms. Upon ingesting bromethalin, fluids accumulate in the brain causing neurological signs that may
lead to paralysis, muscle tremors, and seizures. Within hours of ingesting strychnine, affected dogs may
appear agitated, anxious, and apprehensive. Grand mal seizures may then soon follow, often accompanied by
respiratory problems. Thirst and increased urination may be present as well when the kidneys are involved.
Zinc phosphide rodenticides are also known to cause vomiting, lethargy, and weakness. As mentioned, signs
of rodenticide poisoning will vary depending on the type of rat poison ingested. Take your dog to the vet
immediately! If you do not suspect rodent poisoning, but your dog is exhibiting these signs, you should still
take your dog to a vet immediately! There are rat poisons that cause symptoms right away and others, such as
anticoagulants, which may cause problems later. In such case, ask your vet to run a clotting profile. In the case
of anticoagulant rat poison, there is fortunately an antidote if vet attention is sought on time. Because vitamin
K1 is responsible for the production of blood clotting factors, it is the antidote of choice for anticoagulants.
This is not the same vitamin K found at health stores! Affected dogs may require a vitamin K1 injection
especially when they cannot keep food down and weeks or months of vitamin K1 pills. In the case of
non-anticoagulant rat poison, there is no antidote and the treatment is mainly supportive. The dog may
therefore be given drugs to reduce the swelling of the brain, prevent kidney failure, reduce seizures, muscle
relaxants to prevent rigidity, and so forth. Prognosis will vary depending on a variety of factors. Disclaimer
This article is not intended as a substitute for medical or veterinary advice. If you suspect your dog ate rat
poison, please contact your veterinarian immediately.
Chapter 6 : 8 signs men need to see a urologist
A (k) is an important tool for maximizing your retirement savings. But it's not the only one. We break down how much
you should contribute to your (k), how much should go to other vehicles like IRAs, and how to balance retirement
savings with other priorities like paying down debt.

Chapter 7 : Why Ultra HD 4K TVs are still stupid - CNET
See more recent videos Search & enjoy 4,+ smart & super-cool, "not-made-for-kids, but perfect for them" videos in the
classroom or together at home, curated by Rion Nakaya with her 7 & 10 year olds.

Chapter 8 : What should I see in LA?! - Los Angeles Forum - TripAdvisor
A good deal of the money in (k) accounts is ending up in target-date funds. In fact, more than half of (k) Also see: How
to save twice your salary (or more) by age

Chapter 9 : What to Do in a Fire
Have no KDramas to watch, or don't know what to watch next? Take the quiz and find the perfect KDrama for you!
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